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I would say today, we were questioning the hierarchical division between 

mind and matter, which can be encountered on many levels in art history, 

such as the juxtaposition of theory and practice, head and hand, disegno 

and colore, all different expressions of what the anthropologist Tim Ingold 

has called the “hylomorphic paradigm”.3 This “mind-over-matter” paradigm 

is engrained in art history because is has been formative to it during at 

least two crucial phases: in the Renaissance, when the emancipation of the 

visual arts led to a separation from craft, and in the nineteenth century, 

when art history, in order to become an academic discipline, distanced 

itself from its material roots: the dirty archeological dig, the messy painter’s 

studio, dusty building sites, and sweaty salons.4 The result was a discipline 

defined by an innate detachment from its very own object. This paradoxical 

set-up also affected the way art historical knowledge came to be organized: 

the engagement with actual objects, which uniquely affords art historians 

with a highly-developed material sensitivity, was labeled as practical and 

confined to either the intuitive realm of connoisseurship or the scientific 

realm of conservation. Both did not belong with the “Kunstgeschichte als 

Geistesgeschichte” that was established after 1900.5 Fifty years later, 

Rudolf Arnheim remarked that art theories produced at the university had 

definitely lost the “smell of the studio”.6 By the end of the millennium, 

the divide between theorizing about art on the one hand and making, 

displaying, and restoring art on the other was still dominant.7 So to bring 

you back to the kitchen quarters of the Utrecht University College, it was 

to counter this divide, that we took some eggs, linseed oil and pigments to 

the classroom, which at once, Arnheim would have noted, started to smell 

differently. Through analyzing texts and experimenting with materials, the 

students discovered that theories and practices of art did not exist in sepa-

rate realms, but rather were joined at the core. And now I am coming back 

to my third defining moment: upon entering the Kröller-Müller museum, 

something amazing happened. Instead of retaining the usual awed distance, 

the students immediately flocked close to the masterworks, discussing 

brush strokes and paint handling with an uncanny acuity. It was as if the 

exercises had helped another layer of consciousness come into being, which 

afforded new ways of observing and reflecting, and I would like you to keep 

this layer in mind.

Leden van het College van Bestuur, zeer geachte aanwezigen, 

I. Three material moments

If I ever had to officially present some defining moments of my becoming 

an art historian to a large audience, I would chose three: The first occurred 

in the first semester of my bachelors, when in the large lecture hall of the 

University of Vienna, the lecturer for artistic techniques put a few minerals 

for pigments on the lectern in front of him: small chunks of ultramarine, 

ochre, and red lead.1 One could not actually discern their features from a 

distance, but there they sat, inserting an extraordinary presence of actual 

stuff into the humdrum of professorial monologue and double-slide projec-

tion. After the lecture, I went to down to inspect and touch, wondering why 

we learned so much about finished works of art and so little about how they 

were made.

The second moment occurred during a summer school in Maastricht. 

Struggling with the flesh-paint of the De Lairesse nude I was trying to 

copy, a conservator took the brush from my hand and showed me how to 

manipulate the paint with light, caressing strokes.2 Through mimicking her 

movements, I suddenly understood how the medium, the curiously shaped 

fanning brush, and my hand worked together against the flat canvas to 

create the actual appearance of skin. It was a miracle, though certainly not 

a masterwork. And it showed me that when contemporary writers spoke 

about the soft touch of swaying brushes to create life-like flesh, they did 

not draw on literary, but material metaphors, that came right out of the 

painters’ studio.

The third moment followed a couple years later, during an excursion with 

students to the Kröller-Müller Museum. With my supervisor, professor Jeroen 

Stumpel, [to whom, I too, take off my hat in admiration and gratitude] we 

had developed an unusual teaching method for the new course “Colours and 

Contours”. It combined the reading of art theoretical texts by Cennini, Vasari 

and others with grinding pigments and mixing paints with linseed oil and egg 

yolks in some old kitchen quarters of the Utrecht University College. 

And before I tell you more, I should explain why we did this. First of all 

because it seemed a cool and fun thing to do. On a conceptual level, 
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The close-up gaze of the students, the brush in my hand, and the minerals 

on the lectern were three defining “material moments”, as the archeologist 

Anne Brouwer Staal has termed such encounters with past making.8 They 

formed the basis for my conviction that materials and the processes, which 

turn them from raw into cooked, inform the meaning of art. In other words, 

that something as simple as a “cube of wood” is already engrained with 

meaning just by being that (fig. 1).9

In 2002, I switched fields from art history to new media studies. From the 

outside, this may appear radical. From my perspective it was not, because 

just as art history was little concerned with materials, so was media studies 

outside of the first years’ computer tutorial. The digital realm was persistently 

labeled virtual and immaterial, notwithstanding its very material origins 

and physical impact on our lives. With a group of pioneering, wonderful 

colleagues and inquisitive students we started to explore “digital material” 

and studied soft- and hardware as cultural and social agents.10 My students 

constructed paper models of voxels, and with physicists and computer scien-

tists I studied how algorithmic simulations of trees and human skin related to 

early modern painters’ renderings of the same subjects.

Looking back at these various enterprises, they now appear as part of the 

larger so-called material turn. This turn was initiated by anthropologists, 

archeologists, and sociologists, who called attention to the fact that things, 

objects, and the environment, and not only people, language, and images, 

must be considered as active elements in cultural and social meaning 

making.11 For art history – despite its wariness of theory and turns, which (be 

it linguistic, iconic, performative, cognitive) turn up and away again as fash-

ionable disturbances in the grand scheme of history writing – this particular 

turn proved immensely important. For it allowed the two halves of the 

discipline to turn to each other and acknowledge the extent of the gap that 

the mind-over-matter paradigm had created. Bridges appeared in the guise 

of research collaborations, new teaching programs, and new institutions.12 

To close the gap, the discipline also needs an art theory of materials. Such a 

theory does not have to be written from scratch, but can be recovered from 

a submerged lineage of material writings in our own historiography, to which 

not only recipe books, manuals, Gottfried Semper or Henri Focillon belong, 

but surprisingly also writers associated with immaterializing the discipline like 

Heinrich Wölfflin or Alois Riegl. But that it is the relation, and not the oppo-

sition, between thoughts and materials that is crucial to art no one expressed 

moire poignantly than Hannah Arendt in The Human Condition (1958): 

“Works of art are thought things [Gedankendinge] but this does not prevent 

their being things […] what actually makes the thought a reality and fabri-

cates things of thought is the same workmanship which […] builds the other 

durable things of the human artifice.”13 

The connection, which Arendt points out, is inherent in the very term 

artwork, and to write about artworks as thought-things is something I want 

to continue.14 But today I want to address something different. While the 

relation between thought, things, and materials has gained momentum in art 

historical research and writing, it is still strikingly absent in one of the disci-

plines’ most important domains: in teaching. Students visit the museum, the 

studio, the depot, or the conservator’s laboratory to engage with art’s materi-

ality, but where they spend most of their time, in the classroom, the standard 

of lecturing, slide projection, and discussion remains remarkably unchanged. 

Fig. 1 “Cube of Wood”, from an Object Lesson Cabinet, 

V&A Museum of Childhood, London, ca. 1830
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Why not, you may think, stick to words and images if we can engage with 

things and materials on excursions and fieldtrips? It is precisely this notion 

that needs to be challenged. If we want to acquire and foster knowledge 

about materials, we have to include them in day-to-day teaching. Otherwise, 

the separation between thoughts and things is maintained precisely where 

the future of the discipline lies. But how can teaching with words and images 

open up to materials? Being a historian, I found the answer in the past, more 

precisely in a book, a box, and a story, I would like to tell you.

II. Elizabeth Mayo’s Lessons on Objects

In 1819, the minister and teacher Charles Mayo left England and travelled 

to Switzerland to meet the famous reformer of education, Johan Pestalozzi. 

During a visit to Pestalozzi’s school in Yverdon, Mayo hoped to learn more 

about the revolutionary approach to teaching and bring it back to his home 

country, which did not yet have any formal teachers’ education. He stayed for 

three years, observing how Pestalozzi, who compassionately advocated the 

education of children from all backgrounds, put his theories into practice. 

Pestalozzi assumed that children learned best and most naturally through the 

engagement with their direct, physical environment. This would trigger their 

sensory perception and equally appeal to “head, heart, and hand” far more 

than “hideous and monotone characters”, Pestalozzi wrote in his influential 

book Wie Getrud ihre Kinder lehrt.15 

Later, Charles Mayo described how Pestalozzi attributed the origin of this 

Anschauungsunterricht to the children themselves: faced with words and 

pictures during class, the pupils wondered out loud why they should look 

at the picture of a window if there was an actual window in the classroom, 

and why at a picture of a ladder if a real one stood down in the courtyard? 

And so they started to look at and experience actual objects and not their 

representations. But Mayo also noted the disadvantages of this method: 

teacher and pupils had to rely on objects at hand or leave the classroom. 

In the latter case, bad weather might disrupt the lessons or the object one 

had set out to study, a cow for instance, was not in the meadow. But most 

of all, pupils were distracted by the jumbled presence of things in the real 

world, which were not neatly ordered, but there all at once or not at all. Due 

to these drawbacks, the lessons had become incidental and miscellaneous.16 

Therefore, upon his return to England in 1822, Mayo established the first 

Pestalozzian school in England, southwest of London and developed a 

systematic approach to object-based teaching. He did this together with his 

sister Elizabeth Mayo (1793–1865), who in 1830 published the fruits of their 

efforts, the book Lessons on Objects (fig. 2). 

The book contains one hundred lessons on different objects and at the 

same time supplies concrete instructions on how to carry them out. It was 

extremely successful and appeared in twenty-six editions, the last in the 

late 1850s.17 The Lessons on Objects are divided into five series. The first 

three deal with things, materials, and substances, which the pupils would 

encounter in everyday life. The fourth is devoted to the senses; the fifth is 

advanced and focuses on modes of production and categories of materials, 

such as metals and earths. Mayo instructs teachers to present the objects 

Fig. 2. Title Page of Elizabeth Mayo, Lessons on Objects,

London: Seeley & Brown, 1855, 16th edition.
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as concisely and neutrally as possible and not suggest answers to the 

children – a common fault she had observed quite often – but let them find 

their own words. The qualities of materials should first be experienced before 

they are defined with specific terms: only after a child has bent a piece 

of whalebone back and forth should it become acquainted with the term 

‘elastic,’ because only then can the new word really be grasped and remem-

bered. The very first lesson is on glass, in reference to the origin of the object 

lessons, the window in Pestalozzi’s classroom, and Mayo writes out the entire 

exemplary dialogue. First the children are asked to describe the material: how 

does it look and feel? It is bright, they answer, and it feels cold, smooth, and 

hard. And what does it enable, the teacher asks? Seeing through! What else 

can you see through? Water! And what do you call this property? We don’t 

know! It’s called “transparent”. In the 5th series, glass is addressed again, 

but now with detailed information about its use and manufacture, which 

illustrates how one and the same material can generate basic and more 

advanced knowledge. 

In the advanced series, geographical and cultural contexts are addressed, 

even colonial issues, as Mayo describes the hardship of women in Indian rice 

farming. Especially fascinating is the series on the senses that starts with 

touch, not sight, and thus reverses the familiar hierarchy of perception; this 

series is brought into practice with seven spices, in order to train smell and 

taste. But there are also sequences which appear less structured and are all 

the more intriguing, for instance when in the first lesson of the third series 

on the goose feather quill, this object is compared to a pencil and a flower 

and a lady bug in order to impress the following opposites upon the children: 

natural (quill) and artificial (the pencil); both natural but of different orders: 

animal (quill) and vegetable (flower) and finally both natural but in different 

states: animate (lady bug) and inanimate (quill). In passing, the children are 

told that animate stems from anima, soul one of the very few instances in 

which the Mayos’ religious background shimmers through. All objects, this is 

stressed again and again, are to be passed around, touched, tasted, and even 

destroyed, as is the case with Indian rubber, which Mayo suggests setting on 

fire in order to experience the quality of being inflammable.

Yet amidst all this hands-on instruction, the book makes no mention of 

how a teacher gets his/her hands on all those objects, materials, and 

substances that are the indispensable part of each lesson, in other words 

how to overcome the problems that thwarted the object lessons in Yverdon. 

Only beyond the last page, in the publisher’s advertisements, do we find a 

clue. Here, an inconspicuous ad announces that “cabinets, containing the 

substances referred to in these lessons“ are to be purchased at Edwards in 

Westminster. The twelfth edition lists no less then seven addresses where 

the cabinets can be bought.18 Four such cabinets have been preserved in 

museum collections in the UK (fig. 3).19 The mahogany boxes differ in size, 

content, and state of preservation, yet they are all extraordinarily beautiful 

in the way they hold the material universe, stacked neatly in four trays. At 

first glance, they appear as heirs to the Wunderkammer and kunstcabinet, 

yet they are in fact the opposite, as they do not contain the curious and 

precious, collected for an exclusive audience, but the ordinary and everyday, 

combined for the benefit of everyone. When facing a tray up close, the object 

Fig. 3 Object Lesson Cabinet, mahogany, V&A Museum of Childhood, London, ca. 1830
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employed in teaching. The objects in another box are heavily worn (fig. 5). 

The wear and tear evokes the performative space, in which the book and the 

objects must have met during teaching: stuff was used, broken, and lost, and 

teachers needed to replace and thereby expand the repertoire of the Mayos. 

This is how regional products entered the box and the ladybug turned into a 

grasshopper. The changes speak of its purpose and practice and make the 

box all the more valuable.

What made Elizabeth Mayo’s lessons on objects disappear from school 

curricula? One answer is that they were literally used up. With twenty-six 

editions of the book published and each one advertising an increasing 

amount of places to buy boxes, there must have been many more than the 

four known today. Also the books themselves were used heavily, for despite 

all the editions, there are only a few preserved in English libraries and none 

lessons start to take shape in our imagination (fig. 4). In the lower left corner, 

we encounter the quill, the pencil and the ladybug, which together serve to 

embody the profound contrast between nature and artifice, life and death. 

Only the flower is missing. We can assume that it would have been plucked 

directly from nature for this purpose, just like milk and an egg are present in 

the book but not in the box. You can also observe that each carefully-folded 

cardboard compartment has a sticker which corresponds to the one on the 

object. If you look to the upper right, this double labelling is visible on the 

‘cube of wood’, which in the lesson teaches mathematical principles of 

surfaces and edges. Shown in isolation it may look like an unknown work 

by Marcel Broodthaers or a Carl Andre, someone got mad at. But the label 

was actually meant to assist teaching practice: when the items from the box 

were passed around the labels ensured that they were put back in the right 

place. The pristine state of this box makes it unlikely that it was ever actively 

Fig. 4 Tray with objects from the first and third series, Object Lesson Cabinet, mahogany, V&A 

Museum of Childhood, London, ca. 1830

Tray from Object Lesson Box, Museum of the History of Science, 

Technology & Medicine, University of Leeds, ca. 1880.
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in the Netherlands or Germany. But there is also another answer. Throughout 

the nineteenth century, education with and through materials was affected 

by the same paradigm as the discipline of art history. In the United States, 

where a version of the book was adapted early on, the lessons were accompa-

nied with illustrations, which made actual objects unnecessary and reduced 

the lessons to words and images again, the mode that Pestalozzi and the 

Mayo’s had so decidedly departed from (fig. 6).20 By the end of the nine-

teenth century, to engage with materials was equated with dullness, not with 

inciting knowledge and curiosity about the world.21

III. Towards Material Literacy

Before suggesting how to teach with materials today, I should address a 

number of possible objections, or rather misunderstandings: 

First, I am not for an art history that turns the mind-over-matter paradigm on 

its head and feels and smells materials instead of teaching reflective, critical 

thinking. The challenge is to balance thoughts and things. After all, the 

first and foremost materials of the art historian are words. To have material 

literacy means to be able to express oneself clearly about materials’ qualities, 

histories, and affordances with words that cling to their object as tightly as 

the paper label to the cube of wood.22

Second, I am not saying that art historians have to aspire to the deep 

material knowledge that artists, conservators, or scientists possess. Being 

materially literate simply means that we understand such knowledge and are 

able to translate it.

Third, although the original object lessons were designed for children 

between the ages of six and eight I do not want to turn art history 

into primary school. We have however underestimated primary school. 

Neuroscientists and cognitive psychologists confirm today what Pestalozzi, 

Fröbel, the Mayos, Montessori and the phenomenologists knew all along: 

mind and body learn together and we belittle our complex perceptive 

faculties if we limit ourselves to eyes and ears.23 So to not only look and 

listen, but to touch, smell, and even taste them is necessary for everyone 

who wants to understand what materials do. This is how the students at the 

Kröller-Müller Museum, whom I asked you to keep in mind, developed a new 

level of consciousness.

Fig. 6 “Familiar Objects”, Illustration from John Frost, Lessons on Common Things, 

Philadelphia: Thomas T. Ash, 1835, p. 38.
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1 The lecturer was the conservator Manfred Koller.

2 The conservator was Renate Woudhuysen-Keller.

3 Based on Aristotle’s definition of being in the world 
as the combination of form and matter; see Timothy 
Ingold, “Materials Against Materiality”, Archaeological 
Dialogues 14 (1), 2007: 1–16.

4 It is against this background, that the claim of Hegelian 
idealists that the best artwork was one that could over-
come its material existence must be understood, see 
Monika Wagner, Das Material der Kunst. Eine andere 
Geschichte der Moderne, München: C.H. Beck Verlag, 
2001.

5 See Max Dvorák, Kunstgeschichte als Geistesgeschichte, 
München 1924.

6 Rudolf Arnheim, Art and Visual Perception: A Psychology 
of the Creative Eye, Berkeley: University of California 
Press, 1974, p. 4.

7 In line with the divide, art history courses on materials 
& techniques were regarded as peripheral and easily re-
moved from University curricula in times of budget cuts.

8 Anne Brouwer Staal, “Material Histories”, in: Oxford 
Handbook of Material Culture Studies, ed. by Dan Hicks, 
Mary C. Beaudry, 2010, p. 150-172, here p. 153.

9 For the famous comparison of materials and the cultu-
ral artefacts made from them with raw ingredients and 
cooked food, see Claude Lévi-Strauss, Mythologiques, 
Vol. I: Le Cru et le Cuit, Paris 1964.

10 See for example Marianne van den Boomen et al. eds, 
Digital Material, Amsterdam: Amsterdam University 
Press, 2009. It is a fallacy to think that the interest in 
the material world is caused by a substitution through 
the digital. Rather the digital has sharpened our facul-
ties to perceive and value materials. In fact, some of the 
most exciting and complex material knowledge is the 
one that rises from the cracks between the digital and 
non-digital.

11 Notably Alfred Gell, Bruno Latour, John Law, Daniel 
Miller. See for the development of the field, Sophie 
Woodward, “Material Culture”, in: Oxford Bibliographies, 
last modified 2013.

12 For instance the MA Technical Art History (University 
of Amsterdam) and the Netherlands Institute for 
Conservation, Art, and Science.

13 Hannah Arendt, The Human Condition [1958], Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1998, p. 168-69.

14 See for example Ann-Sophie Lehmann, “The Matter 
of the Medium. Some Tools for an Art Theoretical 
Interpretation of Materials”, in The Matter of Art: 
Materials, Technologies, Meanings 1200-1700, ed. by 
C. Anderson, A. Dunlop, P. H. Smith (eds.), Manchester: 
Manchester University Press 2015 and “Stil und 
Material. Ein beschränktes Verhältnis”, Kritische 
Berichte 1/2014: 127-136.

15 Johann Heinrich Pestalozzi, Wie Gertrud ihre Kinder 
lehrt. Ein Versuch den Müttern Anleitung zu geben, ihre 
Kinder selbst zu unterrichten. In Briefen. Bern: Heinrich 
Geßner, 1801, p. 39 [Critical Edition of Pestalozzi’s 
works (1927-1996), ed. by Arthur Buchenau, Eduard 
Spranger, Hans Stettbacher, 31 vols., Berlin, p. 
181-359].

16 Elizabeth Mayo, Lessons on Objects as Given in a 
Pestalozzian School at Cheam, with a foreword by 
Charles Mayo, Surrey, 2nd edition, London: R.B. Seeley 
& W. Burnside [first edition 1830], p. viii-ix.

17 The original’s title does not mention an author, but 
Charles credits his sister in the preface with the 
book, and her name is often pencilled in on the title 
pate. For a more detailed account, see Ann-Sophie 
Lehmann, “Objektstunden: Vom Materialwissen zur 
Materialbildung”, in Materialitäten. Herausforderungen 
für die Sozial- und Kulturwissenschaften, ed. by Herbert 
Kalthoff, Torsten Cress, Tobias Röhl, München: Fink 
Verlag, 2016, p. 171-193.

18 The absence of references to the cabinet throughout the 
book could be interpreted as a strategy to make it mar-
ketable as independent publication, but also to leave 
users the freedom to gather their own materials.

19 Victoria & Albert Museum of Childhood, London; Science 
Museum, London; Museum of the History of Science, 
Technology & Medicine, University of Leeds; National 
Trust Museum of Childhood , Sudbury Hall, Derbyshire.

20 John Frost, Lessons on Things, 1831, Philadelphia: 
Lea & Carey; republished 1835 as Lessons on Common 
Things. Frost does not mention Elizabeth but only Dr. 
Charles Mayo as original author.

21 The story of material education, its rise and decline 
is far more complex and told in the exhibition Object 
Lessons. Die Welt Begreifen in 8 Lektionen, co-cura-
ted with Imke Volkers at the Museum der Dinge, Berlin, 
July-November 2016, see http://www.museumderdinge.
de/ausstellungen/object-lessons.

22 This is probably the most remarkable feature of the ob-
ject lesson as method: instead of turning materials into 
words, the Mayo’s translated words back to things, or 
rather, they quite uniquely aimed to connect the two 
inseparably for the specific purpose of education. For 
the academic practice of turning materials into words, 
see Bruno Latour, “Circulating Reference. Sampling the 
Soil in the Amazon Forest, ” in: Ibid., Pandora’s Hope. 
Essays on the Reality of Science Studies, Cambridge, 
Mass. and London: Harvard University Press, p. 24-79.

23 See for example Timothy Ingold, Making: Anthropology, 
Archaeology, Art and Architecture. New York, NY: 
Routledge, 2013; Lambros Malafouris, How Things 
Shape the Mind: A Theory of Material Engagement. 
Cambridge, Massachusetts: The MIT Press, 2013; 
Erik Rietveld & J. Kiverstein, “A Rich Landscape of 
Affordances”, Ecological Psychology 26 (4), 2014: 
325-352.

Last but not least, materials are never just an aspect of art. They are always 

intrinsically intertwined with the aesthetic, historical, social, religious, polit-

ical, intellectual etc. meaning of a work of art. The ubiquity of materials asks 

for a broad gaze that can follow them across time, space, styles, and genres. 

Yet materials also demand focus on the tiny and overlooked. 

So how can material literacy be realized? With boxes of course, yet slightly 

different ones than those, which Elizabeth Mayo designed. In fact, she 

herself encouraged thinking outside of the box, when she cautioned her 

readers in the foreword to the 16th edition not to follow her lessons slavishly 

and add variety: we can bring materials to class but also ask student to do so. 

We can also have boxes the size of a museum or an art academy. Such boxes 

can only be realized through collaboration, and I am glad to tell you that the 

Groninger Museum has already agreed to become an object lesson box, that 

with the Minerva Art Academy we are working to formalize existing collabo-

rations to better cross-fertilize teaching and research, and that we will join 

the curator of the University Museum in his effort to develop object-based 

teaching in the collections. Today, this particular cooperation materializes in 

the togas Andreas Blühm and I wear. They are a loan from the museum and 

truly sustainable. 

A suitable allegory for this collaborative enterprise comes from our home-

town, where the Bremer Stadtmusikanten, by combining their forces, grew 

to be more than the sum of their parts. As part of this merry pyramid and 

together with my colleagues from the department of history of art & archi-

tecture, I hope to create an inspiring and materially literate art history here 

in Groningen.  

Ik heb gezegd.
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